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DELAY-LOCK LOOP AND METHOD 
ADAPTING ITSELF TO OPERATE OVER A 

WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

This application is a divisional of pending U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/142,946, ?led Jun. 1, 2005. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention is directed to memory and other 
electronic devices employing delay-lock loops, and more 
particularly, to a delay-lock loop and method that recon?g 
ures itself to permit operation over a wide frequency range. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Periodic digital signals are commonly used in a variety of 
electronic devices, such as memory devices. Probably the 
most common of periodic digital signals are clock signals that 
are typically used to establish the timing of a digital signal or 
the timing at which an operation is performed on a digital 
signal. For example, data signals are typically coupled to and 
from memory devices, such as synchronous dynamic random 
access memory (“SDRAM”) devices, in synchronism with a 
clock or data strobe signal. Clock or data strobe signals are 
typically distributed to a number of circuits in the SDRAM 
devices through a “clock tree” and are used by the circuits to 
latch or capture the data signals. 
As the speed of memory devices and other devices con 

tinue to increase, the “eye” or period in which a digital signal, 
such as a data signal, is valid becomes smaller and smaller, 
thus making the timing of a strobe signal or other clock signal 
used to capture the digital signal even more critical. In par 
ticular, as the size of the eye becomes smaller, the propagation 
delay of the strobe signal can be different from the propaga 
tion delay of the captured digital signal(s). As a result, the 
skew of the strobe signal relative to the digital signal can 
increase to the point where a transition of the strobe signal is 
no longer within the eye of the captured signal. 
One technique that has been used to ensure the correct 

timing of a strobe signal relative to captured digital signals is 
to use a delay-lock loop (“DLL”), to generate the strobe 
signal. In particular, a delay-lock loop allows the timing of the 
strobe signal to be adjusted to minimize the phase error 
between the strobe signal and the valid eye of the digital 
signal. A typical delay-lock loop uses a delay line (not shown) 
consisting of a large number of delay stages. A reference 
clock signal is applied to the delay line, and it propagates 
through the delay line to the ?nal delay stage, which outputs 
a delayed clock signal. The phase of the delayed clock signal 
is compared to the phase of the reference clock signal to 
generate a phase error signal. The phase error signal is used to 
adjust the delay provided by the delay stages in the delay line 
until the phase of the delayed clock signal is equal to the phase 
of the reference clock signal. The delayed clock signal is then 
coupled through a clock tree to circuits that will utilize the 
delayed clock signal. 
As the operating speed of memory devices increases, the 

frequencies of clock signals needed to operate the memory 
devices at these higher speeds also increases. One dif?culty 
encountered with these higher clock speeds is the dif?culty in 
coupling high frequency clock signals through a clock tree or 
other signal path to circuits that are to use the clock signals. 
One approach that has been used to alleviate this problem is to 
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2 
divide the high frequency clock signal to generate a series of 
low frequency clock signals having multiple phases with 
transitions that coincide with the transitions of the high fre 
quency clock signal. For example, with reference to FIG. 1, a 
high frequency clock signal CLKl is divided into a lower 
frequency clock signal CLKZ, and four phases of the CLK2 
signal are generated, which are designated CLKZA, CLKZB, 
CLKZC and CLK2D. The CLKZD signal has the same phase as 
the CLK2 signal, the CLK2A signal has a phase of 90 degrees 
relative to the phase of the CLK2 signal, the CLKZB signal has 
a phase of 180 degrees relative to the phase of the CLK2 
signal, and the CLKZC signal has a phase of 270 degrees 
relative to the phase of the CLK2 signal. Each of these clock 
signals CLK2A_D has a rising edge transition that coincides 
with a respective transition of the CLKl signal. However, 
because the CLK2A_D signals have a frequency that is only 
half the frequency of the CLKl signal, they can more easily be 
coupled through a clock tree or other signal path. 

Another problem associated with the high operating speed 
of memory and other devices is excessive power consump 
tion, particularly for portable electronic devices like note 
book or other portable computers. Power is consumed each 
time a digital circuit is switched to change the logic level of a 
digital signal. The rate at which power is consumed by 
memory devices therefore increases with both the operating 
speed of such devices and the number of circuits being 
switched. Thus, the demands for ever increasing operating 
speeds and memory capacity are inconsistent with the 
demands for ever decreasing memory power consumption. A 
signi?cant amount of power is consumed by delay-lock 
loops, which are commonly used in memory devices. Delay 
lock loops consume a great deal of power because the delay 
lines used in such loops often contain a large number of delay 
stages, all of which are switched as a reference clock signal 
propagates through the delay line. The higher reference clock 
signal frequencies needed to operate the memory devices at 
higher speed causes these large number delay stages to be 
switched at a rapid rate, thereby consuming power at a rapid 
rate. A signi?cant amount of power is also consumed in 
distributing clock signals generated by delay-lock loops 
throughout circuitry that use the clock signals for various 
purposes. 

Attempts have been made to address the problems encoun 
tered with using higher clock signal frequencies. However, 
conventional approaches to solving these problems have been 
hindered by the wide range of operating speeds at which 
memory devices using delay-lock loops must be operable. A 
memory device may divide the frequency of a clock signal to 
produce a multi-phased clock signal having a lower fre 
quency. However, it may be unnecessary to include circuitry 
in a memory device for performing these functions if the 
memory device will be installed in a system having a lower 
frequency clock signal. If, on the other hand, such circuitry is 
not included, the memory device may be inoperable when 
installed in a system having a higher frequency clock signal. 

There is therefore a need for a method and system for 
allowing a memory or other electronic device to operate over 
a wide range of operating speeds, and may operate in a man 
ner that minimizes power consumption. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A method and system for providing at least one periodic 
output clock signal alters its con?guration to adapt itself to the 
frequency of a reference clock signal. The frequency of the 
reference clock signal is divided by an integer number deter 
mined by a select signal to generate a divided clock signal that 
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is applied to a delay-lock loop. The delay-lock loop includes 
a phase detector and a delay line having a plurality of delay 
stages, at least one of which generates the at least one periodic 
output clock signal. An initialization circuit is operative dur 
ing an initialization period to set the delay of the delay line to 
a minimum delay value. The timing of the at least one peri 
odic output clock signal from the delay line is then compared 
to the timing of the reference clock signal. Based on this 
comparison, the initialization circuit generates the select sig 
nal to control the number by which the frequency of the 
reference clock signal is divided. The system and methodmay 
include a phase mixer coupled to the delay stages to receive a 
plurality of signals having a plurality of different phases. The 
phase mixer is operable to combine the signals received from 
the delay line to generate a plurality of periodic output clock 
signals. The number of the signals received from the delay 
line that are used to generate the plurality of periodic output 
clock signals is preferably controlled by the select signal to 
increase the number of signals used with increasing fre 
quency of the reference clock signal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a timing diagram illustrating a plurality of multi 
phased clock signals having transitions that are synchronized 
to the transitions of a higher frequency clock signal. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a delay-lock loop clock and 
control circuit according to one example of the invention. 

FIG. 3 is a timing diagram showing the principle of opera 
tion of the initialization circuit that is used in the delay-lock 
loop clock and control circuit of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a phase mixer circuit according 
to one example of the invention that may be used in the 
delay-lock loop clock and control circuit of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 5 is a timing diagram showing various signals that are 
present in the phase mixer of FIG. 4 when a reference clock 
signal is being applied to the delay-lock loop of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 6 is a timing diagram showing various signals that are 
present in the phase mixer of FIG. 4 when a signal having 
one-half the frequency of the reference clock signal is being 
applied to the delay-lock loop of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 7 is a timing diagram showing various signals that are 
present in the phase mixer of FIG. 4 when a signal having 
one-quarter the frequency of the reference clock signal is 
being applied to the delay-lock loop of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a memory device using the 
delay-lock loop and control circuit of FIG. 2 or some other 
example of the invention. 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a computer system using the 
memory device of FIG. 8. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

A delay-lock loop and control circuit 10 according to one 
example of the invention is shown in FIG. 2. The circuit 10 
receives a reference clock (“RCLK”) signal, which is applied 
to a programmable divider 14 and an initialization circuit 20. 
The pro grammable divider 14 divides the frequency by either 
1, 2 or 4 using conventional techniques such as toggling 
?ip-?ops, counters or other means. As explained in greater 
detail below, the divider 14 is programmed by SELECT sig 
nals from the initialization circuit 20 to divide the RCLK 
signal by a larger number as the frequency of the RCLK signal 
increases. A CLKIN signal generated by the divider 14 is 
applied to the input of a voltage controlled delay line 
(“VCDL”) 24, which is formed by a plurality of identical 
delay stages 281W. The ?nal delay stage 28N outputs a 
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4 
delayed clock signal, which, as explained below, is applied to 
a second input of the phase detector 18. The phase detector 18 
applies a control signal to the VCDL 24 to control the delay of 
the VCDL 24, which has the effect of controlling the phase of 
the signals output from each of the delay stages 281_Nrelative 
to the phase of the CLKIN signal. In the example shown in 
FIG. 2, the VCDL 24 has eight delay stages 28l_8. 

In operation, the phase detector 18 compares the phase of 
the CLKIN signal to the phase of the signal generated by the 
?nal delay stage 28 N and adjusts the delay of the VCDL 24 to 
minimize the phase difference. The delay provided by each of 
the delay stages 28l_8 is the same since the delay stages are 
identical to each other. As a result, the PH 1_ Nsignals produced 
by the delay stages 281W, respectively, have phases that are 
equally spaced from each other, and the phase of the signal 
PHN is equal to the phase of the CLKIN signal. For example, 
if four delay stages 28l_4 are included in the VCDL 24, the 
PH 1 signal will have a phase of 90 degrees relative to the 
CLKIN signal, the PH2 signal will have a phase of 180 degrees 
relative to the CLKIN signal, the PH3 signal will have a phase 
of 270 degrees relative to the CLKIN signal, and the PH4 
signal will have a phase of 360 degrees relative to the CLKIN 
signal. In the example shown in FIG. 2 in which the program 
mable divider 14 can divide the RCLK signal by 4, the VCDL 
24 includes eight delay stages 28l_8 that have phases relative 
to the phase ofthe CLKINsignal of45, 90, 135, 180,225,270, 
315 and 360 degrees. 
The PH1_8 signals from the delay stages 28 1_8, respectively, 

are applied to a phase mixer 30. The structure of the phase 
mixer 30 will be described in greater detail in connection with 
FIG. 4. Basically, the phase mixer 30 generates four signals 
all of which have a frequency that is half the frequency of the 
RCLK signal, and with phases that are equally phase shifted 
from each other and having transitions that coincide with the 
transitions of the RCLK signal. As a result, the signals gen 
erated by the phase mixer 3 0 can be routed through a memory 
or other electronic device relatively easy, and these signals 
can be used to capture or latch digital signals in the same 
manner as if the RCLK signal was routed through the device. 
As mentioned above, the initialization circuit 20 is used to 

program the divider 14 based on the frequency of the RCLK 
signal. More speci?cally, the initialization circuit 20 gener 
ates SELECT signals that program the divider 14 based on the 
frequency of the RCLK signal relative to the minimum delay 
of the VCDL 24. During initialization, divider 14 is pro 
grammed to divide the RCLK signal by two, and the delay of 
the VCDL 24 is set to its minimum delay value. This mini 
mum delay value is then compared to the period of the RCLK 
signal and the period of the CLKIN signal. The manner in 
which this comparison is made will now be explained with 
reference to the timing diagram of FIG. 3. As will be appre 
ciated by one skilled in the art, logic circuitry operable to 
generate the SELECT signals based on the various combina 
tions of input signals can easily be provided. FIG. 3 shows 
examples of the operation of the initialization circuit 20 for an 
RCLKl signal having a relatively low frequency, an RCLK2 
signal having a higher frequency, and an RCLK3 signal hav 
ing a still higher frequency. As shown in FIG. 3, the low 
frequency RCLKl signal is divided by the programmable 
divider 14 to produce the CLKINl signal, which has half the 
frequency of the RCLKl signal. The CLKIN_ 1 signal is applied 
to the input of the VCDL 24, which outputs a CLKOUFl 
signal with the minimum delay D MIN of the VCDL 24. In the 
example shown in FIG. 3, the minimum delay D MIN is about 
40% of the period tckl of the RCLKl signal. In the event the 
minimum delay DMIN is less than half the period tck of the 
RCLK signal, the initialization circuit 20 is operable to set the 
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programmable divider 14 so that it is bypassed, and the RCLK 
signal is used as the CLKIN signal. In the example shown in 
FIG. 3, the minimum delay D MIN is less than half the period 
tckl of the RCLKl signal so that the RCLKl signal is applied 
to the VCDL 24 in normal operation. 

In another example shown in FIG. 3, an RCLK2 signal 
having a higher frequency causes a CLKIN2 signal to be 
generated by the programmable divider 14. As a result of the 
higher frequency of the RLCK2 signal, the minimum delay 
DMINis about 1.2 times the period tck2 of the CLKIN2 signal. 
The SELECT signals from the initialization circuit 20 is 
operable to program the divider 14 to divide the RCLK signal 
by two if the minimum delay D MIN is greater than one-half the 
period tck2 of the CLKIN2 signal and less than 1.5 the period 
tck2 of the CLKIN2 signal. Since the minimum delay D MINof 
the VCDL 24 is within this range, the initialization circuit 20 
programs the divider 12 so that the CLKIN2 signal applied to 
the VCDL 24 has half the frequency of the RCLK2 signal in 
normal operation. 
By way of ?nal example, an RCLK3 signal having a very 

high frequency produces a signal CLKIN3 having a period tck3 
that is less than half the minimum delay D MIN of the VCDL 
24. The initialization circuit 20 is con?gured so that it pro 
grams the divider 14 to divide the RCLK signal by four if the 
minimum delay D MIN is greater than 1.5 the period tck of the 
CLKIN signal. As a result, the initialization circuit 20 pro 
grams the divider 14 to divide the RCLK3 signal by four in 
normal operation. The resulting CLKIN signal produced dur 
ing normal operation has a frequency of half the frequency of 
the CLKIN3 signal used during initialization, which is shown 
in FIG. 3. 

It will be apparent from FIG. 3 that the frequency of the 
CLKIN signal applied to the VCDL is substantially lower for 
higher frequencies of the RCLK signal than it would be if the 
RCLK signal was applied directly to the input of the VCDL 
24. As a result, the VCDL 24 uses less power because each of 
the delay stages 28 in the VCDL 24 switches at a slower rate. 
Another bene?t is the tuning range of the VCDL won’t need 
to be changed to accommodate a wide operating range. 

Returning to FIG. 2, it can be seen that the SELECT signals 
from the initialization circuit 20 are also coupled to the phase 
mixer 30 to control its operation depending on how the 
divider 14 is programmed. One example of a phase mixer 40 
that can be used as the phase mixer 30 of FIG. 2 is shown in 
FIG. 4. The phase mixer 40 includes a ?rst set of two buffers 
44 that receive the CLKIN signal and the phase signal PH4 
from the middle delay stage 28 4 in the VCDL 24. As 
explained below, these signals are used when the divider 14 is 
programmed to divide the RCLK signal by one. Also included 
in the phase mixer 40 is a second set of four buffers 46 that 
receive the CLKIN signal and the second, fourth and sixth 
phase PHZA,6 signals, respectively, from the delay stages 282, 
4,6. These signals are used when the divider 14 is programmed 
to divide the RCLK signal by two. A third set of eight buffers 
48 receive signals at all eight phases PH1_8 from the delay 
stages 28l_8. These signals are used when the divider 14 is 
programmed to divide the RCLK signal by four. 

The CLKIN and PH4 signals from the buffers 44 are shown 
in FIG. 5. These signals are applied to a frequency divider 50 
that generates four signals each having a frequency of one 
half the frequency of the RCLK signal. The four signals 
CLKOUH, CLKOUT_2, CLKOUT_3, and CLKOUF4 have 
phases of 0 degrees, 90 degrees, 180 degrees, and 270 
degrees, respectively. 

The PH2,4,6,8 signals from the buffers 46, as well as the 
RCLK signal and the CLKIN signal, which are used when the 
CLKIN signal has half the frequency of the RCLK signal, are 
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6 
shown in FIG. 6. Each of these PH2,4,6,8 signals has half the 
frequency of the RCLK signal, and respective phases relative 
to the phase of the CLKIN signal of 90 degrees, 180 degrees, 
270 degrees, and 360 degrees. 
The PH1_8 signals from the buffers 48, as well as the RCLK 

signal and the CLKIN signal that are used when the RCLK 
signal is divided by four are shown in FIG. 7. As shown 
therein, each of the PH1_8 signals has a frequency of one 
quarter of the frequency of the RCLK signal, and phases 
relative to the CLKIN signal of45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315 
and 360 degrees, respectively. The PH1_8 signals from the 
buffers 48 are applied to a pair of symmetrical exclusive OR 
gates 54. The gates 54 combines the PH1_8 signals into four 
signals having one-half the frequency of the PH1_8 signals. 
More speci?cally, one of the symmetrical exclusive OR gates 
54 receives the PH2,4,6,8 signals and generates a PH A signal, 
which is shown in FIG. 7, as well as its complement, which is 
not shown in FIG. 7. As can be seen from FIG. 7, the PH A 
signal and its complement have half the frequency of the 
RCLK signal, and they transition on each rising edge transi 
tion of the RCLK signal. The other one of the symmetrical 
exclusive OR gates 54 receives the PH 135,7 signals and gen 
erates a PHB signal, which is also shown in FIG. 7. As can be 
seen from FIG. 7, the PHB signal and its complement have 
half the frequency of the RCLK signal, and they transition on 
each falling edge transition of the RCLK signal. 
The set of four signals from the divider 50, the set of four 

signals from the buffers 46, and the two PH A and PH B signals 
and their complements from the symmetrical exclusive OR 
gates 54 are all applied to a multiplexer 58. The multiplexer 
58 receives the SELECT signals to cause it to select one of 
these sets of signals for coupling to output lines 60. The 
output lines 60 then couple the signals through a clock tree or 
other signal lines to circuitry that can, for example, capture or 
latch digital signals responsive thereto. Except for relatively 
low frequency RCLK signals, which can be easily coupled 
through these lines, the signals can be more easily coupled 
through the clock tree or other signal lines because they have 
frequencies that are half the frequency of the RCLK signal. 
However, they can be used to latch or capture signals in 
synchronism with each transition of the RCLK signal regard 
less of the frequency of the RCLK signal. 

Although FIGS. 2 and 4 show a speci?c example of a 
delay-lock loop clock and control circuit 10, it will be under 
stood that other examples with differing designs are also 
possible. For example, the RCLK signal could be divided by 
divisors other than 1, 2 and 4 based on the frequency of the 
RCLK signal in relation to the minimum delay of a delay line 
used in the delay-lock loop. Furthermore, the signals pro 
duced by the delay-line could be combined and/or selected in 
a manner different from the manner in which the signals are 
selected by the phase mixer 40 shown in FIG. 4. Also, rather 
than the phase detector 18 receiving the CLKIN signal applied 
to the programmable divider 14, the phase detector 18 could 
receive the RCLK signal from the output of the program 
mable divider 14. Other variations will be apparent to one 
skilled in the art. 

Delay-lock loops and control circuits according to various 
embodiments of the invention can be used for a variety of 
purposes in electronic devices, such as memory devices. For 
example, with reference to FIG. 8, a synchronous dynamic 
random access memory (“SDRAM”) 100 includes a com 
mand decoder 104 that controls the operation of the SDRAM 
100 responsive to high-level command signals received on a 
control bus 106 and coupled through input receivers 108. 
These high level command signals, which are typically gen 
erated by a memory controller (not shown in FIG. 2), are a 
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clock enable signal CKE*, a clock signal CLK, a chip select 
signal CS*, a write enable signal WE*, a row address strobe 
signal RAS*, a column address strobe signal CAS*, and a 
data mask signal DQM, in which the “*” designates the signal 
as active low. The command decoder 104 generates a 
sequence of command signals responsive to the high level 
command signals to carry out the function (e.g., a read or a 
write) designated by each of the high level command signals. 
These command signals, and the manner in which they 
accomplish their respective functions, are conventional. 
Therefore, in the interest of brevity, a further explanation of 
these command signals will be omitted. The command 
decoder 104 also includes a mode register 105 that can be 
programmed by a user to control the operating modes and 
operating features of the SDRAM 100. 

The SDRAM 100 includes an address register 112 that 
receives row addresses and column addresses through an 
address bus 114. The address bus 114 is generally coupled 
through input receivers 110 and then applied to a memory 
controller (not shown in FIG. 8). A row address is generally 
?rst received by the address register 112 and applied to a row 
address multiplexer 118. The row address multiplexer 118 
couples the row address to a number of components associ 
ated with either of two memory banks 120, 122 depending 
upon the state of a bank address bit forming part of the row 
address. Associated with each of the memory banks 120, 122 
is a respective row address latch 126, which stores the row 
address, and a row decoder 128, which decodes the row 
address and applies corresponding signals to one of the arrays 
120 or 122. The row address multiplexer 118 also couples row 
addresses to the row address latches 126 for the purpose of 
refreshing the memory cells in the arrays 120, 122. The row 
addresses are generated for refresh purposes by a refresh 
counter 130, which is controlled by a refresh controller 132. 
The refresh controller 132 is, in turn, controlled by the com 
mand decoder 104. 

After the row address has been applied to the address 
register 112 and stored in one of the row address latches 126, 
a column address is applied to the address register 112. The 
address register 112 couples the column address to a column 
address latch 140. Depending on the operating mode of the 
SDRAM 100, the column address is either coupled through a 
burst counter 142 to a column address buffer 144, or to the 
burst counter 142 which applies a sequence of column 
addresses to the column address buffer 144 starting at the 
column address output by the address register 112. In either 
case, the column address buffer 144 applies a column address 
to a column decoder 148. 

Data to be read from one of the arrays 120, 122 is coupled 
to the column circuitry 154, 155 for one of the arrays 120, 
122, respectively. The data is then coupled through a data 
output register 156 and data output drivers 157 to a data bus 
158. The data output drivers 157 apply the read data to the 
data bus 158 responsive to a read data strobe signal S R gen 
erated by the delay-lock loop and control circuit 10 or some 
other example of the invention. The SDRAM 100 shown in 
FIG. 8 is a double data rate (“DDR”) SDRAM that inputs or 
outputs data twice each clockperiod. The delay-lock loop and 
control circuit 10 receives the periodic RCLK signal and 
generates the read data strobe S R using the signals from the 
multiplexer 58 (FIG. 4), as previously explained. 

Data to be written to one of the arrays 120, 122 are coupled 
from the data bus 158 through data input receivers 161 to a 
data input register 160. The data input receivers 161 couple 
the write data from the data bus 158 responsive to a write data 
strobe signal SW generated by the delay-lock loop and control 
circuit 10 or by some other example of the invention. The 
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8 
delay-lock loop and control circuit 10 receives the periodic 
RCLK signal and generates the write data strobe SW signal 
also using the signals from the multiplexer 58. The write data 
are coupled to the column circuitry 154, 155 where they are 
transferred to one of the arrays 120, 122, respectively. A mask 
register 164 responds to a data mask DM signal to selectively 
alter the ?ow of data into and out of the column circuitry 154, 
155, such as by selectively masking data to be read from the 
arrays 120, 122. 
The SDRAM 100 shown in FIG. 8 can be used in various 

electronic systems. For example, it may be used in a proces 
sor-based system, such as a computer system 200 shown in 
FIG. 9. The computer system 200 includes a processor 202 for 
performing various computing functions, such as executing 
speci?c software to perform speci?c calculations or tasks. 
The processor 202 includes a processor bus 204 that normally 
includes an address bus, a control bus, and a data bus. In 
addition, the computer system 200 includes one or more input 
devices 214, such as a keyboard or a mouse, coupled to the 
processor 202 to allow an operator to interface with the com 
puter system 200. Typically, the computer system 200 also 
includes one or more output devices 216 coupled to the pro 
cessor 202, such output devices typically being a printer or a 
video terminal. One or more data storage devices 218 are also 
typically coupled to the processor 202 to allow the processor 
202 to store data in or retrieve data from internal or external 
storage media (not shown). Examples of typical storage 
devices 218 include hard and ?oppy disks, tape cassettes, and 
compact disk read-only memories (CD-ROMs). The proces 
sor 202 is also typically coupled to cache memory 226, which 
is usually static random access memory (“SRAM”), and to 
the SDRAM 100 through a memory controller 230. The 
memory controller 230 normally includes a control bus 236 
and an address bus 238 that are coupled to the SDRAM 100. 
A data bus 240 is coupled from the SDRAM 100 to the 
processor bus 204 either directly (as shown), through the 
memory controller 230, or by some other means. 
From the foregoing it will be appreciated that, although 

speci?c embodiments of the invention have been described 
herein for purposes of illustration, it will be understood by 
one skilled in the art that various modi?cations may be made 
without deviating from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
Accordingly, the invention is not limited except as by the 
appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of generating a plurality of output clock sig 

nals, comprising: 
dividing a reference clock signal to generate a divided 

clock signal having a frequency relative to the frequency 
of the reference clock signal that is reduced as the fre 
quency of the reference clock signal increases; 

sequentially delaying the divided clock signal to generate a 
plurality of successively delayed clock signals; and 

combining a plurality of the delayed clock signals to gen 
erate the plurality of output clock signals, the number of 
the delayed clock signals being combined to generate 
the plurality of output clock signals increasing as the 
frequency of the reference clock signal increases. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the act of dividing a 
reference clock signal to generate a divided clock signal 
having a frequency relative to the frequency of the reference 
clock signal that is reduced as the frequency of the reference 
clock signal increases comprises dividing a reference clock 
signal by integer numbers to generate the divided clock signal 
as the frequency of the reference clock signal increases from 
each of a plurality of respective ranges to the next. 
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3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
adjusting the magnitude of the sequential delays so that one of 
the delayed clock signals has a phase that is substantially 
equal to the reference clock signal. 

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
adjusting the magnitude of the sequential delays so that one of 
the delayed clock signals has a phase that is substantially 
equal to the divided clock signal. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein the act of combining a 
plurality of the delayed clock signals to generate the plurality 
of output clock signals comprises combining the plurality of 
the delayed clock signals in a manner so that the plurality of 
output clock signals have transitions that are coincident With 
the reference clock signal. 

6. The method of claim 1 Wherein the act of combining a 
plurality of the delayed clock signals to generate the plurality 
of output clock signals comprises combining the plurality of 
the delayed clock signals in a manner so that the plurality of 
output clock signals have transitions that are coincident With 
the divided clock signal. 
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7. A method of generating at least one output clock signal, 

comprising: 
dividing a reference clock signal to generate a divided 

clock signal having a frequency relative to the frequency 
of the reference clock signal that is reduced as the fre 
quency of the reference clock signal increases; 

sequentially delaying the divided clock signal to generate a 
plurality of successively delayed clock signals; 

adjusting the magnitude of the sequential delays so that one 
of the delayed clock signals has a phase that is substan 
tially equal to either the reference clock signal or the 
divided clock signal; and 

combining a plurality of the delayed clock signals to gen 
erate the at least one output clock signal, the number of 
the delayed clock signals being combined to generate 
the at least one output clock signals increasing as the 
frequency of the reference clock signal increases. 
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